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ABSTRACT
A wide range of applications manage interval data. HINT was recently proposed to hierarchically index intervals in main memory. The index outperforms competitive structures by a wide margin, but under its current setup, HINT is able to service only single query requests. In practice however, real systems receive a large number of queries at the same time and so, our focus in this paper is on batch query processing. We propose two novel evaluation strategies termed level-based and partition-based, which both work in a per-level fashion, i.e., all queries for an index level are computed before moving to the next level. The new strategies operate in a cache-aware fashion to reduce the cache misses caused by climbing the index hierarchy or accessing multiple partitions per level, and to decrease the total execution time for a query batch. Our experimental analysis with both real and synthetic datasets showed that our batch processing strategies always outperform a baseline that executes queries in a serial fashion, and that partition-based is overall the most efficient strategy.

1 INTRODUCTION
Given a discrete or continuous 1D space, an interval is defined by a starting and an ending point in this domain. For instance, in the space of all non-negative integers \( \mathbb{N} \), an interval \([st, end]\) with \( st, end \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( st \leq end \), is the subset of \( \mathbb{N} \), which includes all integers \( x \) with \( st \leq x \leq end \).\(^1\) Collections of such intervals are found in a wide range of applications; for example, in temporal databases [4, 29], where each tuple has a validity interval to capture the period of time that the tuple is valid. In statistics and probabilistic databases [12], uncertain values are often approximated by (confidence or uncertainty) intervals. In data anonymization [27], attribute values are often generalized to value ranges. Several computational geometry problems [13] (e.g., windowing) use interval search as a module. The internal states of window queries in Stream processors (e.g. Flink/Kafka) can be modeled as intervals [2].

We target the case of range (selection) queries as a fundamental retrieval task on intervals. Let \( \mathcal{S} \) be a set of objects, all carrying an interval attribute. We model each object \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) as a \((id, st, end)\) triple, where \( s.id \) is the object’s identifier, used to access all other attributes of the object. Given a query interval \( q = [q.st, q.end] \), the goal is to find the ids of all objects \( s \in \mathcal{S} \), whose intervals overlap with \( q \), i.e., with \( s.st \leq q.st \leq s.end \) or \( q.st \leq s.st \leq q.end \). Such selection queries are known as time travel or timestamps queries in temporal databases [19, 26], e.g., to find the employees of a company, employed sometime in \([1/1/2021, 2/28/2021]\).

A plethora of data structures have been proposed for managing intervals. The interval tree [16] divides the domain hierarchically by placing all intervals strictly before (after) the domain’s center to the left (right) subtree and all intervals that overlap with the domain’s center at the root. The timeline index [18] is a general-purpose access method for temporal (versioned) data, implemented in SAP-HANA. It maintains the endpoints of all intervals in a dedicated table, called the event list. Another simple and practical data structure is a 1D-grid, which divides the domain into \( k \) pairwise disjoint in terms of their interval span, partitions \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \); the partitions collectively cover the entire data domain. Each interval object is assigned to all partitions that it overlaps. The period index [3] is a self-adaptive structure which splits the domain into coarse partitions as in a 1D-grid, and then further divides each partition hierarchically, in order to organize the contained intervals based on their positions and durations. HINT [10, 11] applies a hierarchical partitioning approach. Similar to 1D-grid, an interval is assigned to all partitions that it overlaps, but to at most two partitions per level and so, HINT has controlled space requirements. To enhance query processing, the contents inside every partition are further split based on whether they begin inside or before the partition boundaries.

Motivation. The above indexing structures are all optimized to service single-query requests. However, modern transactional databases, OLTP systems and cloud services (e.g., maintained by Amazon and Google) must deal with query-heavy workflows with thousands or millions of queries received per second. For instance, according to the official statistics, Amazon S3 receives 1M requests per second.\(^2\) Under such a setting, systems opt for processing the queries in batches to save resources and reduce the overall time. AWS for instance allows users to run batch processing jobs on their analytical services, e.g., Amazon RedShift.\(^3\) Given a batch of selection queries \( Q \), a straightforward approach is to execute these queries in a serial fashion by probing an interval index. Such a query-based approach though operates in a cache agnostic fashion; consequently, cache misses will affect the

\(^1\)Note that the intervals in this paper are closed. Yet, our techniques and discussions apply on generic intervals where the \( start \) and \( end \) sides are either open or closed.


\(^3\)https://docs.aws.amazon.com/wellarchitected/latest/analytics-lens/batch-data-processing.html
 Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that investigates batch processing for selection queries on
intervals. For this purpose, we build on the state-of-the-art HINT
index (Section 2), which is shown to be typically an order of
magnitude faster than the competition, because it minimizes the
number of data accesses and comparisons. In addition, HINT also
exhibits the lowest space complexity, while offering a competitive
building time. We devise two novel strategies for batch process-
ing (Section 3), termed the level-based and the partition-based
strategy. Both strategies capitalize on HINT’s structure and how
the intervals are organized in memory. They operate on a per-
level fashion, i.e., they first evaluate all queries for an index level
before moving to the next. Some of our ideas can be applied to
other interval indices; for example, 1D-grid can successfully adopt
a partition-based batch processing approach. Our experimental
analysis (Section 4) with both real and synthetic datasets show
that our advanced strategies always outperform the query-based
baseline and an 1D-grid enhanced by the partition-based strat-
ygy, and that partition-based is overall the most efficient strategy.
For inputs with long intervals, partition-based achieves a 53%
average decrease on the total execution time over query-based,
while for datasets with short intervals, a 50% drop is observed.

2 INDEXING INTERVALS WITH HINT

HINT [10], is a hierarchical index for intervals, utilizing their
binary representation. Parameter $m$ indicates the number of bits
for representing intervals, resulting in the establishment of $m + 1$
levels. Figure 1 exemplifies the case of $m = 4$ and a hierarchy
of 5 index levels. Each level $\ell$ ($0 \leq \ell \leq m$) uniformly divides
the domain into $2^\ell$ partitions. As we ascend the HINT hierarchy,
each level $\ell$ corresponds to a more significant bit of the binary
representation. Consequently, the number of partitions in each
level decreases by a factor of 2 while covering double the size.
During the insertion process, every interval $s$ undergoes normal-
ization and discretization within the $[0, 2^m - 1]$ domain and is
inserted to at most 2 partitions per level. If a given interval spans
more than 2 partitions at a specific level, it is assigned to an upper
level, where partitions cover a larger part of the domain. Overall,
the assignment principle is based on selecting the smallest set of
partitions across all levels that collectively cover an interval $s$.
Furthermore, intervals in each partition $P_\ell$ are divided into two
classes: those that start inside $P$ (called orinals), denoted by $P^O$,
and those that start before $P$ (called replicas), denoted by $P^R$.

Given a selection query $q = (q.st, q.end)$, at each index level $\ell$
only the sequence of partitions $P_\ell$ that intersect $q$ are accessed;
we call these, relevant partitions. For example, consider query $q_2$
in Figure 2: the relevant partitions at the bottom level of the index
are $\{P_{4.10}, \ldots, P_{4.13}\}$. To avoid duplicated results, orinals
and replicas classes are only accessed for the first relevant partition at
each level $\ell$, while for the remaining partitions only orinals are
considered. Finally, the endpoints of an interval $s$ are compared
to query $q$ only for the first and the last relevant partition at a
level; for every (original) interval $s$ inside the rest, intermediate
partitions $q.st < s.s.t < q.end$ holds, by construction of the index.

Bottom-up traversal. We further reduce the number of parti-
tions where comparisons are required by traversing HINT in a
bottom-up fashion, instead of a conventional top-down. Under the
bottom-up traversal, the expected number of partitions requiring
comparisons is 4, according to [10]. Consider again Figure 1. For
query $q$, no comparisons are needed in partition $P_3$, because all
intervals assigned to $P_3$ should overlap with $P_3$, and the extent
of $P_3$ is covered by $q$. Hence, the start of all intervals in $P_3$ is
guaranteed to be before $q.end$ (which is inside $P_3$).

Algorithm 1 illustrates how HINT evaluates a selection query,
in a bottom-up fashion. The algorithm uses two auxiliary flags,
$\text{complast}$ and $\text{complast}$ to mark if it is necessary to perform
comparisons at the current level (and all levels above it), for the
first and the last relevant partition, respectively. At each level $\ell$, the sequence of relevant partitions to the query is identified

```
Algorithm 1: Selection query on HINT

Input : HINT index $H$, selection query $q$
Output : set of all intervals that overlap with $q$
1 compfirst ← TRUE;
2 complast ← TRUE;
3 foreach level $\ell$ = m to 0 do
4  if $\ell$ = 1 and compfirst and complast then
5      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.st \leq q.st \land s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
6      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.st \leq q.s.t \land s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
7  else if $\ell$ = 1 and complast then
8      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^R_{\ell}, s.st \leq q.end\}$;
9      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^R_{\ell}, s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
10  else if compfirst then
11      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^O_{\ell}, s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
12      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^O_{\ell}, s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
13  else
14      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^O_{\ell} \cup H.P^R_{\ell}, s.st \leq q.end\}$;
15      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^O_{\ell} \cup H.P^R_{\ell}, s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
16  else if $\ell$ = 1 and complast then
17      output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^R_{\ell}, s.s.t \leq q.end\}$;
18  else $\ell$ is in-between or last ($\ell = f$), no comparisons
19  output $\{s.\text{id} | s.\text{id} \in H.P^O_{\ell}\}$;
20  if $\ell$ = m then
21     compfirst ← FALSE;
22     complast ← FALSE;
23
Figure 1: Benefits of the bottom-up traversal

...
in Lines 4–5, based on the ℓ-prefixes of 𝑞.𝑠.𝑡 and 𝑞.𝑒.𝑛.𝑑, denoted by 𝑓 and 𝑙, respectively. Every relevant partition 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 is then processed in Lines 6–21. For the first relevant partition 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓 both originals 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓 and replicas 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓 are accessed. If 𝑓 = ℓ, i.e., the first and the last relevant partitions coincide, and both comp ∗ ℓ,𝑓 first, com ∗ ℓ,𝑓 last are set, then comparisons are needed for both 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓 and 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓. Otherwise, if only com ∗ ℓ,𝑓 last is set, the algorithm safely skips the 𝑞.𝑠.𝑡 ≤ 𝑞.𝑒.𝑛.𝑑 comparisons, while if only comp ∗ ℓ,𝑓 first is set, regardless whether 𝑓 = ℓ, we only perform 𝑞.𝑠.𝑡 ≤ 𝑞.𝑒.𝑛.𝑑 comparisons to both 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓 and 𝑃 ℓ,𝑓. If neither flag is set, then all intervals in the first relevant partition are simply reported as results. When the last partition 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 is examined and 𝑙 > ℓ (Line 17) the algorithm considers 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 and applies only the 𝑞.𝑠.𝑡 ≤ 𝑞.𝑒.𝑛.𝑑 test for each interval there. Finally, for every partition in-between the first and the last one, all original intervals are simply reported. Optimizations. A series of optimizations were proposed in [10] to boost the query processing on HINT. First, the number of performed comparisons are reduced by further dividing the 𝑃 ℓ and 𝑃 ℓ classes of a partition. Specifically, 𝑃 ℓ is split into sub-divisions 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 and 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖, so that 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 (𝑃 ℓ,𝑖) holds the intervals from 𝑃 ℓ that end inside (resp. after) 𝑃 ℓ. Similarly, each 𝑃 ℓ is divided into 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 and 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖. Second, the storage optimization reduces the memory footprint of the index. So far, each interval 𝑖 is stored as a (s.id, s.s.t, s.e.n.d) triplet. But, only the 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 sub-divisions require both endpoints. For 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖 and 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖, s.s.t and s.e.n.d are only needed, respectively, while for 𝑃 ℓ,𝑖, none of the endpoints are required, as no comparisons are performed. Another optimization to save on comparisons is to keep the sub-divisions sorted; each using its own beneficial sorting. Due to data skewness & sparsity, many partitions may be empty, especially at the lowest levels. To deal with this, HINT merges the contents of all 𝑃 ℓ divisions at the same level ℓ into a single table 𝑇 ℓ and builds an auxiliary index which is used to access non-empty divisions upon querying. The last optimization deals with potential cache misses while traversing the index. As no comparisons are needed at most of the levels, HINT stores the id and the endpoints of an interval separately. When no comparisons are needed, the index directly reports results from the id array.

3 BATCH PROCESSING STRATEGIES

Given a collection of intervals 𝑆 indexed by HINT, and a batch of selection queries 𝑄, we next discuss three evaluation strategies. Without loss of generality and for illustration purposes, we describe the strategies using an unoptimized HINT. As a running example, we use the index and the 𝑄 = (𝑞₁, 𝑞₂, 𝑞₃) batch in Figure 2. For each query 𝑞, we highlight its relevant (i.e., overlapping) partitions on each level according to its [𝑞.𝑠.𝑡, 𝑞.𝑒.𝑛.𝑑] range.

3.1 Query-based

A straightforward approach for processing 𝑄 is to sequentially and independently compute each query, using Algorithm 1. We call this strategy, query-based, and show its pseudocode in Algorithm 2. Despite its simplicity, the main shortcoming of query-based is that the strategy operates in a cache agnostic fashion. As every issued query 𝑞 typically overlaps multiple partitions from different levels of the index, the computation of all queries in 𝑄 requires accessing data in different parts of the main memory. Consequently, the memory access pattern is prone to cache misses.

**Algorithm 2: Query-based strategy**

```
Input: HINT index ℛ, batch of queries 𝑄
Output: set of overlapping intervals, for each 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄
1 foreach query 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 do
   SelectionQuer(y(ℋ, 𝑞)).
   Using [10, 11]
```

Consider our running example in Figure 2. Assuming that the query-based strategy will execute the queries in the order implied by their subscript, the first row in Table 1 illustrates the occurred access pattern, i.e., the order in which the partitions of the index will be accessed. First, all relevant partitions for 𝑞₁ are accessed on each level of the index (highlighted in blue), following the bottom-up approach proposed in [10]; similarly, the relevant partitions for 𝑞₂ (highlighted in gray) are accessed next. The two sets of partitions are located on opposite sides of the index, which causes several “jumps” to different parts of the memory; we refer to these jumps as horizontal. Finally, for query 𝑞₃, we need to “jump” back to the front part of the index to access the partitions highlighted in red.

In an effort to improve the above access pattern, one solution is to execute the queries according to their starting endpoint 𝑞.𝑠.𝑡. In the example of Figure 2, the query-based strategy will now execute first 𝑞₁, followed by 𝑞₃ and lastly, 𝑞₂. The modified access pattern is depicted in the second row of Table 1. This new pattern enables us to finish first with the queries accessing partitions in the front part of the index, before moving to the back.

3.2 Level-based

Sorting the queries by their start will reduce cache misses caused by horizontal jumps and therefore, will enhance the query-based strategy. However, the bottom-up approach employed for each query will still incur cache misses because of the vertical jumps in the index. For example in case of the adjacent 𝑞₁ and 𝑞₃ queries in Figure 2, we have to first climb all levels of the index to compute 𝑞₁ and then, start over from the bottom level for 𝑞₃.

To deal with these vertical jumps, we propose a different strategy which capitalizes on the fact that partitions in HINT are physically organized in a level-based fashion. The level-based strategy still builds upon the bottom-up approach but the evaluation process procedes to the next level of the index only after the relevant partitions for all queries in the batch 𝑄 are already accessed and processed to report potential results. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of this strategy. Algorithm 3 extends Algorithm 1.
with two modifications. First, we maintain a compfirst[q] and a complast[q] flag for each query q in batch Q, which are initialized in Lines 2–3 and updated in Lines 24–27 at each level, according to the last bits of the first relevant partition f and the last l. Second, we introduce in Line 5 a new for-loop to iterate over all queries in the batch, at current level ℓ. Each query q is then processed as in Lines 6–21 of Algorithm 1.

Similarly to the query-based strategy, level-based can also benefit from sorting the queries by their start, avoiding the horizontal jumps when accessing the relevant partitions at each level. Going back to our running example, the third row in Table 1 depicts the access pattern for the level-based strategy, with sorting activated. To better illustrate the effect of the strategy, we write the sequence of accessed partitions in five lines, one for each level of the index. Notice how on each line (index level), the evaluation switches from the relevant partitions of q1, to the ones of q3 and finally, to q2, before moving to the next level. Under this premise, we avoid the vertical jumps incurred by independently applying the bottom-up approach in the query-based strategy.

3.3 Partition-based

Despite evaluating queries on a per-level basis and examining the queries by their start, jumps can still occur in the level-based strategy. Consider again the access pattern of level-based in Table 1: specifically, the first line which corresponds to the bottom level of the index. The strategy will access partitions P₃,₄ and P₃,₅ first for q₁ and then again for q₂, in the exact same order. To deal with this type of horizontal jumps, we next introduce the partition-based strategy. Similar to the level-based, the partition-based strategy adopts the per-level evaluation and can benefit from sorting the queries, but it processes independently every partition. Intuitively, in order to proceed to the next partition in a level, all queries relevant to the current partition must be first evaluated. Algorithm 4 illustrates the pseudocode of the strategy.

As the key difference to Algorithm 3, the partition-based strategy introduces a new for-loop to iterate over all partitions on current level ℓ, in Line 5. Notice how Algorithm 3 iterates over each query in batch Q for current level ℓ, while Algorithm 4 iterates over all relevant queries in the batch Q (Line 6) for current partition i, i.e., all queries whose range overlaps with i, on the current level. These relevant queries are then executed similar to Lines 7–21 in Algorithm 1.

The fourth row in Table 1 shows the access pattern for the partition-based strategy. If we compare this pattern to the level-based, we observe that when processing the bottom level of the index, the partition-based strategy will first finish with partition P₄,₄ for both queries q₁ and q₂, then access P₄,₅, for the same queries and finally, move on to partition P₄,₆. Note that despite applying a partition-based evaluation at each level, the contents of P₃,₄, P₃,₅, P₃,₆ and P₃,₇ will be never scanned as no query overlaps with them.

Last, we elaborate on Line 6 of Algorithm 4 and the fast computation of the relevant queries in Q for current partition i. A straightforward approach for this purpose would compare every query in Q to partition i, incurring extra computational costs. Instead, we rely on the cheap bitwise operations, used to determine the first and the last relevant partitions of a query. Specifically, we define for every partition i, a range of relevant queries; for this purpose, we require the queries to be examined in increasing order of their start endpoint. The range of i’s relevant queries starts from the first query q for which prefix(ℓ, q, st) = i, to the last query with prefix(ℓ, q, end) = i.

4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Finally, we present our experimental analysis. We implemented all strategies in C++, compiled using gcc (v4.8.5) with flags -O3, -mavx and -march=native activated.² Our experiments ran on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v4 at 2.20GHz with 384GBs of RAM, running CentOS Linux.

---

²Source code available in https://github.com/phour/batch_hints.
Table 2: Characteristics of real datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardinality</td>
<td>2,312,602</td>
<td>2,347,346</td>
<td>172,668,905</td>
<td>110,115,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size [MBs]</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>2072</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain [sec]</td>
<td>31,507,200</td>
<td>461,829,284</td>
<td>31,768,287</td>
<td>283,356,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min duration [sec]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max duration [sec]</td>
<td>31,408,400</td>
<td>461,815,512</td>
<td>2,148,385</td>
<td>59,468,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. duration [sec]</td>
<td>2,001,320</td>
<td>35,206,300</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. duration [%]</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Parameters of synthetic datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>values (defaults in bold)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain size</td>
<td>2M, 4M, 128M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinality</td>
<td>10M, 50M, 100M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α (interval length)</td>
<td>1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ (interval position)</td>
<td>10K, 100K, 1M, 5M, 10M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Setup. All implemented strategies were developed on top of the sub+sort version of HINT/HINT™ [10], which employs the sub-divisions and sorting optimizations. We also activated the skewness & sparsity and the cache misses optimizations, but not the storage one. According to [11], this HINT version exhibits the best performance on selection queries for all basic relationships in Allen’s Algebra [1]; without loss of generality, we tested only the widely adopted G-OVERLAPS relationship for the rest of our analysis. Similar to most of the previous works, we assume that both the index and the queries fit in main memory.

We experimented with 4 collections of real intervals, which have also been used in previous works; Table 2 summarizes their characteristics. BOOKS contains the periods of time in 2013 when books were lent out by Aarhus libraries (https://www.odaa.dk). WEBKIT records the file history in the git repository of the Webkit project from 2001 to 2016 (https://webkit.org); the intervals indicate the periods during which a file did not change. TAXIS stores the time periods of taxi trips (pick-up and drop-off times) from NY City in 2013 (https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/index.page). GREEND records time periods of power usage from households in Austria and Italy from January 2010 to October 2014. Collections BOOKS and WEBKIT contain around 2M, long on average, intervals each; TAXIS and GREEND have over 100M short intervals. For each dataset, we set parameter m using the cost model and the analysis in [10], i.e., 10 for BOOKS, 12 for WEBKIT and 17 for TAXIS, GREEND.

We also generated synthetic collections to simulate different cases for the lengths and the skewness of the input intervals, following the approach in [10]. Table 3 summarizes the construction parameters and their default values. The domain of the datasets ranges from 32M to 512M while their cardinality ranges from 10M to 1B. The lengths of the intervals follow a zipfian distribution, controlled by parameter α. A small value of α results in most intervals being relatively long, while a large value results in the great majority of intervals having length 1. The middle point of every interval is positioned according to a normal distribution, controlled by parameter α. A small value of α, the more spread the intervals are in the domain.

We measured the total execution time incurred by each strategy for the entire query batch, which includes the sorting costs when employed. The real collections, we ran queries uniformly distributed in the domain, while on the synthetic, the positions of the queries follow the distribution of the data. For both collection types, we vary the selectivity of the queries, in terms of their extent as a percentage of the domain inside the (0.01%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%) range, and the size of the query batch inside (1K, 5K, 10K, 50K, 100K). In each test, we vary one of the above parameters while fixing the other to its default value; 0.1% of the domain, for the query extend; 10K in the real datasets and 1K in the synthetic, for the batch size.

Results. Figure 3 reports the total execution time for each strategy on the real datasets. In the first row of plots, we vary the selectivity of the queries, and in the second, the size of the query batch. We consider the query-based strategy without sorting as our baseline method. As the first observation, the tests confirm our intuition in Section 3.1; examining the queries in the batch sorted by their start will enhance the performance, due to reducing the number of horizontal jumps. Indeed, the query-based strategy with this sorting clearly outperforms the baseline query-based without, in all cases. The performance gain is more pronounced in TAXIS and GREEND, where intervals are typically stored at the bottom levels, rendering the horizontal jumps more impactful. Under this prism, we test level-based and partition-based with the query sorting always activated.

The experiments also show the benefits of batch processing and the advantage of our proposed level-based and partition-based advanced strategies over query-based with sorting. We observe that the performance gain is in practice larger in case of BOOKS and WEBKIT, compared to TAXIS and GREEND, because of the length of the contained intervals (see Table 2). The intervals in BOOKS and WEBKIT are stored at the higher levels of the index due to their significantly large length. Consequently, the impact of the vertical jumps is more pronounced in these datasets. As a result, level-based has almost identical total times to query-based with sorting on TAXIS and GREEND, while partition-based is always faster, because additional horizontal jumps are avoided by depleting all queries relevant to a partition before moving to the next, at the current level. To highlight the impact of computation sharing, Table 4 lists the percentage of the queries inside batch Q that would have been executed in a serial fashion, within the total time of each strategy; under this, the lower the percentage, the larger the number of queries that are positively affected by batch processing. The table shows both the benefit of batch processing selection queries over a serial execution (with or without sorting) and the advantage of the partition-based strategy.

Overall, we observe that partition-based is the most efficient strategy, for all datasets and in all conducted tests. Regarding the impact of the experimental parameters, all strategies are slowed down (1) when increasing the query extent as the queries become less selective and so, more time-consuming with larger result sets, and (2) when increasing the batch size, as more queries are evaluated. Nevertheless, partition-based is consistently the faster strategy.

Figure 4 reports on the synthetic datasets. Parameter m is again set to the best value on each dataset, using the model in [10]. The plots follow a similar trend to Figure 3. As expected the domain size, the dataset cardinality, the query extent and the batch size, all negatively affect the performance of the strategies. Increasing the domain size under a fixed query extent, affects the performance similar to increasing the query extent, i.e., the queries become longer and less selective, including more results. In contrast, when α grows, the intervals become shorter, so the

5To deal with latency, systems employ a waiting timeout for defining a batch. When the waiting time exceeds this threshold, the batch is executed regardless its size. Without loss of generality, we ignore this waiting time in our experiments.
Innovation (HFRI) under the “2nd Call for HFRI Research Projects". Partly funded by the Hellenic Foundation for Research and Innovation (HFRI) and the Greek Ministry of Education. Our experiments showed that the performance of both strategies is very close. However, the partition-based strategy is cache-agnostic and prone to cache misses while traversing the index. Instead, we propose the level-based strategy, which benefits from a cache-friendly main-memory index on intervals. HINT, which is part of the state-of-the-art main-memory systems, can only employ a query-based evaluation strategy where every query in the given batch is computed independently. Such a strategy is cache-agnostic and prone to cache misses while traversing the index. Instead, we propose the level-based and partition-based strategies, which both operate in per-level fashion, i.e., they first evaluate all queries for a level of the index before moving to the next. Partition-based strategy in particular, proceeds to the next partition on a level after all queries relevant to the current one are computed. Our experiments showed that both strategies always outperform the query-based baseline, and that the partition-based strategy is overall the most efficient. In the future, we plan to investigate the parallel processing of query batches in multi-core CPUs and under a distributed setting.

### 5 CONCLUSIONS

We studied the batch processing of selection queries on intervals. For this purpose, we built upon the state-of-the-art main-memory index on intervals, HINT. Under its current setup, HINT can only employ a query-based evaluation strategy where every query in the given batch is computed independently. Such a strategy is cache-agnostic and prone to cache misses while traversing the index. Instead, we proposed the level-based and partition-based strategies, which both operate in per-level fashion, i.e., they first evaluate all queries for a level of the index before moving to the next. Partition-based strategy in particular, proceeds to the next partition on a level after all queries relevant to the current one are computed. Our experiments showed that both strategies always outperform the query-based baseline, and that the partition-based strategy is overall the most efficient. In the future, we plan to investigate the parallel processing of query batches in multi-core CPUs and under a distributed setting.
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